The whole person in
the centre of its nature

Our innovative concept
According to
Importance – Body Levels – Steps Therapy

The innovative concept of the hospital Klinik im LEBEN Germany
combines the basic elements of conventional medicine with recognised and proven methods of complementary and holistic medicine.
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During illness, life makes no difference between body, mind and soul.
Therefore, all levels of the body are included in diagnostics and therapy. Following the principle “Importance, Levels and Steps”, together
with you, we will find the best way to improve your health, and we will
spend time with you to find your optimal healing process.
Treatment by importance means that at this particular moment, we
will do what is most important. Therapy by levels is based on the
knowledge that every chronic illness and cancer affects all body
levels, and they should then be treated according to importance.
Steps therapy is based on the principle: “Open up excretion paths,
detox, regenerate, harmonise, and stabilise” – on all levels.
This concept moves away from the unbalanced or linear-causal
thinking. It is highly effective and, in the long-run, very cost-efficient.
This starts with functional diagnostics as the summation of several
methods, which we call the BioCheck, as a kind of inventory, which
then makes individualised therapy possible.
This is created together with the patient in the framework of a plan of
treatment.
The active involvement of the patient in the therapy, the discussion
meetings and all treatments is a basic prerequisite.

BioCheck im LEBEN
Holistic biological diagnostics method for
the recognition of the cause of illness

The unique function diagnostics and summation diagnostics help the
patient, as well as the therapist, to recognise the cause of illness on
all levels. The individual therapy concept is based on this - it will leave
a positive and long-lasting impression on the healing process.
The diagnostic threshold for health and all levels of the human organism – body, soul and mind - is very low in biological medicine.
Through that, we can recognise an imbalance in the body even
before an organ shows signs of illness.
Based on this, BioCheck im LEBEN was developed. Through holistic
examination methods, BioCheck im LEBEN provides profound information about cause and effect of your physical fitness, providing a
deliberate health through joy in life.
BIOCHEMICAL BODY LEVEL
• Inner and outer balance through Buffer Capacity Analysis.
• Energy throughput and biological age through bioelectronics according to Prof. VINCENT
(BEV)
• Body reaction and strength of the immune system through life blood analysis in microscopic
dark field.
• Individual energy sources through Metabolic Typing
• Everyday life quality through diet consultation

MENTAL/SOUL ENERGETIC LEVEL
• You own body’s strength for self-regulation Computer Regulation Thermography
• Inner body defences and body resistance through Electro Acupuncture Method
(EAV-Elektroakupunkturverfahren) according to Dr. Voll
• Status quo and Potential Analysis through Achievement Potential and Motivational Impulse

INFORMATION MIND LEVEL
• Self-contemplation and conscious awareness through anamnesis and holistic classification
• Allow the Subconscious, Encounter your innermost feelings through SkaSys® Test / Level
Analysis through Kinesiology
• Setting off, take a deep breath, radiate from your heart through Quantec® / Ingenium

Holistic biological
cancer medicine

The biological cancer therapy consists only of certified biological
treatment methods which are of value to the patient. The biological
cancer therapy, as a holistic treatment method, supports the healing
process through the patient’s newly activated will to live.
Live for LIFE – this is what we stand for at the hospital Klinik im
LEBEN in Germany. Conventional medicine treats cancer with surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, and only looks at the body for
treatment. Biological cancer medicine, however, includes all body
levels for diagnosis and therapy. The in LIVE medicine is a concept
that considers a person’s mind, body and soul as a whole, and structures the treatment according to “importance, levels and steps”.
Together with you, we will find the optimal healing process for you.
We will stimulate your body with healing impulses, and find the best
way for your body to feel better and to recover.
We treat you as a person in the hospital Klinik im LEBEN. We take
your fears seriously; we maintain your dignity and provide you with all
the expertise and empathy you need on your path to health.
Most types and forms of cancer illnesses can be treated as part of
the biological cancer therapy, for example:
• Breast Cancer
• Cervical Cancer
• Ovarian Cancer
• Pancreatic Cancer
• Brain Tumours
• Prostate Cancer
• Lung Cancer
• Colon Cancer
• Skin Cancer
Together with you, we will create a therapy schedule according to the
principle "Importance, Levels, and Steps ". The reduction of fears in
connection with the illness and diagnosis, the personal discussion
about the illness between therapist and patient, as well as the balancing of personal life circumstances play a big role during the treatment. Also during the treatment, our well-trained nurses and care
workers as well as our team of doctors will look after you.

Selected therapy
methods
Hyperthermia /
Active High Temperature Therapy

"Give me a means
to induce fever
and I will heal any
disease."
by Parmenides ,
500 BC

Therapeutic fever for immune system improvement, increase
in energy and removal of pain
Moderate hyperthermia will safely increase the body temperature to
up to 40 degrees Celsius through infrared radiation. This will stimulate
the metabolic regulation, as well as provide energy for immune
system stimulation. The immune system will also be improved by the
combination of oxygen inhalation and the intake of vitamins, procaine
base, as well as organic peptides. This natural treatment results in a
clear stimulation of blood and lymph fluid circulation, and therefore
significantly enhances detoxification in the body.
Fever – a natural remedy
Fever is a natural defence reaction of the human body. The immune
system’s defence cells work best at a temperature above 39 degree
Celsius. At this high temperature, all metabolic and detoxification
processes are stimulated intensely. This helps overcome infections,
inflammations and pain much quicker and more effectively. During
fever, the build-up of perspiration activates the excretion of toxic
substances. This purifies the body and improves metabolism. After
the fever, the body relaxes and the pain disappears.
Complementary effects of hyperthermia:
• Increase in blood circulation
• Acceleration of metabolism and excretion processes
• Decrease of muscle tonus
• Increased stimulus conduction of nerve fibres
• Stimulation of the body’s own defences
• Chronic bacteria and virus illnesses can be cured
• Distribution of body’s own hormones
• Build-up of energy, conditioning
Moderate and safe temperatures are those up to a maximum of 40.5
degree Celsius. However, many therapy successes can already be
registered at temperatures above 38.5 degree Celsius.

Selected therapy
methods
Deep Local Hyperthermia

ONCOTHERMIA results in a selective heat build-up of body tissue,
leading to damage of cancer cells, activation of defence cells, as well
as an increase in circulation and metabolism. The surrounding tissue
is only slightly warmed up. With this, a pain reduction therapy
(blocking pain receptors) is possible which can also be used for back
pain treatment as well as for osteoarthritis. The cancerous cells are
warmed up selectively (co called self focussing) - as a result these
either die off, or their growth is stopped completely. At the same time,
the cancer cell membranes become more permeable and react more
sensitively to other treatments (e. g. cytostatic drugs, vitamin C, mistletoe, herbal substances).
SUCCESS IN TARGETED OVERHEATING OF TUMOUR CELLS
Anyone who treats cancer wants to be able to destroy tumour cells
selectively, to maintain the healthy tissue, and to keep the body’s
defence system intact. Hyperthermia makes this now possible using
the Oncothermia treatment. By this method, cancerous tissue is
heated up so much that it dies, or at least stops the growth process.
THE ACTIVE PRINCIPLE
The patient lies between two differently sized condenser plates,
between which an electric field is created with a frequency of 13.5
MHz. Cancerous tissue and healthy tissue have different dielectric
constants (the so-called complex impedance resonance of the molecules in the cell membrane). The dielectric constant in cancerous
tissue is between 8 and 15 MHz, and for healthy tissue it is between
80 to 100 MHz. The resonance vibration creates intense molecular
friction and so generates heat and a Electromagnetic tissue relaxation
and signal effect on the cells (improved healing, self-healing of cells
that are only slightly affected).

Selected therapy
methods
Electro Cancer Therapy (ECT)

Electro Cancer Therapy (ECT), or electro-chemical tumour therapy, is
a tumour eradication process during cancer treatment which often
allows the dissolution of tumour tissue without surgical intervention.
The effect of ECT is summarised as follows: If the tumour tissue has
direct current applied through electrodes, the resulting current flow
will lead to a chemical change in the tumour cell. The triggered
processes cause the development of hydrochloric acid within the
cancer cell which will destroy the cell membrane. Because of the
different resistance values in comparison to healthy tissue, the
current flow is focussed on the tumour alone, and therefore no healthy tissue is destroyed.
Areas of application of Electro Cancer Therapy
Surface as well as deep embedded primary tumours and metastases
in all organs, except for areas that are shielded by bones, such as
brain tumours or bone metastases.
Combination of ECT with alternative therapy methods
To improve the treatment effect, it is recommended to combine ECT
with vitamin, mineral and vital substance infusion. Detoxification and
excretion treatment help the organism to eliminate destroyed tumour
tissue, and purification of the body.
Side effects and contraindications of electrochemical tumour
treatments
Skin irritations can occasionally occur in the area where the electrodes are applied. The patient may feel minor pain when the dissolving tumour tissue is dissipated.
There may be contraindications in patients with implanted pacemaker electrodes or defibrillators. With certain safety precautions, however, these patients may also be treated.

Selected therapy
methods
Prostate Cancer Therapy Transurethral Prostate Hyperthermia (TUH)

An alternative for prostate surgery. A holistic method, free of sideeffects, with proven therapy success.
Benign prostate enlargements, as well as prostate cancer, can be
treated. Besides the overheating of the effected tissue, an electric
field consisting of radio shortwave frequencies is created. By this
method, the destruction of tumour cells is effected, and the natural
healing processes are activated.
The Method
A special catheter is inserted in the patient’s urethra during this treatment; this catheter is connected to the hyperthermia device. The
patient will not be exposed to radiation or microwaves.
Long-term study proves therapy success
The treatment has a proven therapy success record. A study with
123 patients with prostate disease shows a success rate of over 95%
in local clinical remission during the treatment of malignant prostate
tumours. The illness can be controlled very well, both in the short and
long-term, with patients having a high quality of life – another positive
effect of this method. During the study, the prostate specific antigen
PSA was reduced largely and maintained on a low level for over 3
years.
Duration of treatment and frequency
A TUH treatment lasts 180 minutes. On average, three treatments on
a weekly basis are required. After that, the treatment is paused and
the treatment effect is determined. It may be recommended to repeat
the treatment cycle for maintaining the achieved state, or to further
improve the results.

Prostate Cancer Therapy Transurethral Prostate Hyperthermia (TUH)

Treatment of malignant Tumours
The therapy for the malignant prostate carcinoma is focussed exclusively on the tumour. Transurethral hyperthermia can be selective; the
tumour tissue will be destroyed without damaging healthy tissue. This
selectiveness is of particular importance for the treatment of tumours
where the malignant tissue can be found, particularly in the prostate
environment, for example on the edge of the prostate.
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The focussing effect does not work only on defined location - it also
finds and destroys scattered tumour cells even though they are not
clustered in an identifiable tumour.
Treatment of benign tumours
For benign tissue augmentation in the prostate (benign prostate
hyperplasia), the treatment strategy is slightly different. This type of
tumour predominantly affects the whole prostate region. Therapy for
this illness requires a regular heat build-up. This functions as an
active factor; for example the temperature is crucial for the effectiveness and it can be increased to physiological toxicity. The exact temperature will be determined and controlled through the microprocessors that are part of the catheter. The treatment parameters have a
curative effect on benign prostate tumours, and guarantee certainty
for the cancer treatment.
Side effects, Contraindication
The method has no side effects. There are no risks for incontinence
or impotence. Any patient in good general health can benefit from
this therapy; there are no contraindications. Scarring of the urethra is
a limiting factor, as well as a significant enlargement of the prostate.
A test catheterisation can give clarity in these cases.

Special Pain Therapy

The holistic special pain therapy analyses and treats the actual cause
of long-term pain.
In conventional medicine, chronic pains are often treated with drugs.
By doing this, the cause, which may have a body or mind background, is rarely treated. Our experience in holistic pain therapy shows
that an adverse building and workplace biology, wrong diet, unrecognised emotional conflicts, or wrongly processed problems on all body
levels can be a cause for pain.
HOLISTIC BIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSTICS
Precise and comprehensive diagnostics are the basis for your optimal
treatment. During this, all levels of the human organism are integrated
– body, mind and soul. We spend time with you and take notes about
your pain according to type, intensity and frequency.
During holistic pain therapy, we spend time with you to analyse the
cause of the pain in detail on all body levels. On the basis of trust and
acceptance, you are included in the search for your individual, optimal
pain solution mechanism. The holistic pain therapy places biologically
based medicine, as well as alternative medicines, in the centre of the
efforts for influencing the pain, on the basis of multicausality and natural laws. Regulation supporting treatments within the holistic pain
therapy all pursue the same target: to influence the pain with a maximum amount of self-regulation for a happy life without long-term pain.

Revitalisation through
biological medicine

Vitality is a metaphor for a vital life, life energy, and is the basis for
well-being of body and mind. This energy is called CHI in Chinese
medicine, and has three main sources:
• The energy from breathing - taking in oxygen as a source for
oxidative energy extraction in our cells;
• The energy from our diet - taking in life-supporting nutrients and
liquids as the basis for the provision of life supporting elements for
our cells;
• And the universal (cosmic, divine) power as a source for belief, life
purpose, love and meaning of life.
If our vitality is reduced through a negligent lifestyle and a harmful environment, holistic biological medicine specifically targets your individual vitality sources.
On the one hand, the life and survival of our cells depends on the
tissue’s skills of cell regeneration. On the other hand, it is important
that the cells can clean themselves and that the excretion processes
work correctly. The following table shows the lifetime of the most
important organs and tissue.
In practice, targeted biological revitalisation means holistic diagnostics
(BioCheck, VitalCheck) in order to find individual weaknesses in
performance development and performance improvement.

Revitalisation through
biological medicine

We use the BioCheck results in therapy on the body level, as well as
the energetic and mind level. Experience has shown that the following main components of revitalisation have proven particularly
successful:
• Stimulation of excretion and detoxification through individually
tested biological remedies, and stimulation of bowel excretion (for
example colon hydrotherapy);
• Change to a healthy diet (according to Dr F.X. Mayr) - basal and
nutrient-rich;
• Energetic stimulation through oxygene and ozone therapy,
magnetic field treatment, short hyperthermia;
• Special infusion treatments with antioxidants, vitamin complex, and
essential amino acids;
• Procain and ProcCluster Treatment (further development of ASLAN
therapy);
• Organ and fresh cell therapy for stimulation of organ regeneration
and reinforcement of the immune system;
• Holistic physiotherapy through osteopathy, reflex zone treatments,
Shiatsu and ayurvedic treatments;
• Deep psychological harmonisations through special interview and
treatment techniques as well as constitutional homeopathy.

Celltherapy (with fresh
cell organo extracts and
stem cell facilitators)

The organ specimens have the following
effective ingredients:
• Organ-typical enzymes (for example
Thymosin, Thymolin, Splenin);
• Organ-typical mediators and micro
hormones (many cytokines);
• Organ-typical growth factors
(for example thymopoietin);
• Organ-typical lower molecular cell and
cell environment substances
(for example PG and GAG fragments,
dissolved substances, colloids);
• Organ-typical information (saved in DNA
and RNA fragments as well pseudo
crystalline water).

Basics of cell therapeutic substances
Cell therapeutics are xenogeneic extracts of certain organs from
calves, piglets or lambs. There are deep frozen extracts (for example
THX extract from Thymus), as well as cell specimens having foetal
origins (for production of stem cell facilitators).
Effect of Organo and cell therapeutic substances
Based on the ingredients, the organo-peptide substances are
expected to have a complex effect. The crucial molecular mechanism
of action is the so-called homing effect, or organotropism. In 1999,
Prof BLOBEL received the Nobel Prize for this discovery - all cells
possess organ-typical intrinsic signals which make it possible to
re-discover the source tissue, even after application in a foreign organism. The cell adhesion molecules, or so called “homing receptors”,
are much smaller than the antigens on the surface of the cell walls,
which are also called histocompatibility antigens. Also, beside the
lymphocytes, homing receptors have been found for other cell
systems and organs, mostly featuring glycoprotein and mucin related
addressins (LOFFLER AND PETRIDES 2003).
NEW: Stimulation and Rejuvenation with stem cell facilitators
(SCF)
Like a bee queen in the beehive every organ and tissue has so-called
stem cells livelong, which are responsible for a continuous output of
new cells for regeneration and healing. With the help of modern
biotechnology it is possible to isolate, concentrate the most important
stem cells from fetal animal sources. Together with spezial biomodifiers
this stem cell preparations have facilitating characteristics. The stimulative effect depends on the kind of this omnipotent cells. For example
SCF of mesenchyme especially encourages all immunologic relevant
organs like thymus, bone marrow, liver, lymphatic tissue and spleen.
.

Energy Information and
Quantum Medicine
The medicine of the 21st Century

Natural biological treatment means treatment in all levels – body, mind
and soul.
It is well known that there are currents in our body - particularly in our
nervous system. If we look closely, we can recognise that in particular
the electrons are of specific importance because they are within all the
atoms in the whole body. Therefore, the body can also be affected
through them.
What is with the energy?
Carlo Rubbia has got the Nobel price in physics in 1984 for the find of
the ratio of matter to energy: It is one in a billion. Health has to do with
energy. Health equals energy. Feelings are – as proven – electromagnetic effects which operate in the body through hormones and other
semi chemicals. Therefore, the soul emerges as a body of energy
which can be easily measured and treated through electric and electromagnetic methods.
Different applications of magnetic field therapy are well known
methods, such as whole body magnetic field therapy for vascular
dilation purposes and for harmonisation. Lasers are also widely used
for area laser or local laser treatment.
Current treatment is often used for the reduction of pain (TENS), but is
also utilised in cancer medicine. For example, a direct current field is
created around the tumour during Electro Cancer Therapy. The low
resistance of the tumour cells is used to achieve an increased current
flow which results in the deterioration of the cancer growth.

The medicine of the 21st Century

Remarkable results can also be monitored in special energy pads
which are applied to predefined acupuncture points and begin to
work through the body contact and body heat. In this treatment, the
body does not receive any solid substances. The reason behind the
pads is to give the body instructions, for example constant mobilisation and regulation of energy reserves. There are also pads which can
stimulate the secretion of toxic substances, ease pain, improve healthy sleeping, regenerate stressed cells (for example caused by
lifestyle, diet or environmental factors), and can positively influence the
ageing process. It is important to note that these pads do not have
any side effects.
“The mind is the source of all disease.” (Japanese proverb)
Quantum medicine is a type of medicine which uses scientific findings
in physics - in particular quantum physics - which are then used for
diagnosis and therapy.
We can achieve this with technical devices in diagnostics and therapy,
for example Quantec, Time Waver or Ingenium. The applied findings
of quantum physics and neurobiology can support the patient directly
or indirectly.

Important therapy
methods
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Active High Temperature Therapy
Autogenic Training
Acupuncture
Bio Catalysts
Biological building advice
BIT (Biophysical Information Therapy)
Celltherapie
Chirotherapy
Coping with, and overcoming stress
Detoxification treatment
Electro Cancer Therapy (ECT)
Energy exersises
Energy Medicine
Enzyme Therapy
Family counselling / family therapy
Fasting therapy / Intensive diet plan
Food culture according to F.X. Mayr
Fresh Cells
Hightone therapy
Holistic Pain therapy
Ingenium
Insulin Potentiated Therapy (IPT)
Information Medicine
Jakobsen
Laser therapy
Light treatment
Loco Regional Deep Hyperthermia (EHT, Oncothermia)
Magnetic field therapy
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Micro Immunotherapy
Mind Link
Moderate Whole Body Hyperthermia
Neural therapy
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)
Nutrition advice
Osteopathy
Ozon / HOT - Homatogen Oxygen Therpy
Oxygen therapy
Oxygen therapy treatment
Procain Base Infusion
Depot-Procain ProcCluster
Psycho Emotional Energy Technique (PHEET)
Psychoenergetic Therapy (PSET)
Psychokinesiology
Quantec
Reiki
Scar Tissue Remediation
Shockwave therapy
Specific Therapy through mistletoe, or thymus and organ
extracts
TENS
Transurethral Prostate Hyperthermia
Tumour Suppressing Phytotherapy
Unspecific Therapy through autoblood and homotoxicology
UVB
UV irradiation of autoblood
Visualisation / Imagination

Your Team

Dr. med. Uwe Reuter
Medical Director and Head Physician
• Acupuncture (Master), Laserpuncture
• Biological Cancer Medicine
• Chirotherapy, Manual Medicine
• Energy and Information Medicine
• Galvanotherapy, Electro Cancer Therapy (ECT)
• Homeopathy, Cancer Homeopathy according
to Künzli/ Spinedi/ Ramakrishnan and others
• Lüscher Colour Test, Regulation Psychology
• Mayr Doctor (degree), Fast Doctor according
to Buchinger
• Natural Remedies
• Pain Therapist
• Palliative Medicine, Palliative Care
• Physio Emotinal Energy Therapy
• Psycho Energetic Therapy
• Psychosomatic Therapy
• SkaSys –Test
• Transurethral Hyperthermia
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GERMAN HOSPITAL for
NATUROPATHIC BIOLOGICAL MEDICINE
and REVITALISATION
BioCheck Diagnostics and Prevention
Biological Cancer Medicine
Energy and Information Medicine
Health Spa
Nutritional and Orthomol. Med.
Revitalisation and Cell Therapy
Special Pain Therapy

Medical Director / Head Physicain:
Dr. med. Uwe Reuter

Member of the
Association
for Biological
Medicine
im LEBEN

®

Hospital Klinik im LEBEN
Gartenweg 5-6
07973 Greiz / Vogtland
Germany
Telefon: +49 (0) 36 61-68 98 70
Telefax: +49 (0) 36 61-68 98 72
info@klinik-imLEBEN.com

www.klinik-imLEBEN.com

